
GLASS CLEANER CONCENTRATE

�� Concentrated glass cleaner 
for all mirrors and glass

�� Easily remoes fat and dirt, 
including nicotine and smoke
stains, grease etc...

�� Cleans with little manual work

�� Ca be used on all other water 
resistant surfaces

�� Economical through high 
productivity

�� Biodegradable

�� UBA-No.: 0595 - 0045

LEYCO
®

-KLAR



LEYCO®-KLAR is a universally appli-
cable glass cleaner.
It will remove nicotine, carbon, grease
and other surfaces from all types of
glass and mirrors. LEYCO®-KLAR
has strong cleaning powers, which
are further complimented by the non
smear finish that is left after use.
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LEYCO®-KLAR Product-No. 20.100

GLASS CLEANER CONCENTRATE

DESCRIPTION
LEYCO®-KLAR is a concentrated glass cleaner on the basis
of alcohols and a combination of anionic and non ionic
tensides.

ADVANTAGES
� High cleaning strength
� Touch free working
� Easy application
� Biodegradable

TECHNICAL DATA
Colour: Colourless
Appearance: Clear
Odeur: Alcohol based
Density : approx 0,980 g/cm3

pH-value: approx 11,5

APPLICATION
LEYCO-KLAR is diluted up to 1:30 with water.
It is simply sprayed onto the window and wiped off with a
soft cloth or rag.

If there is extreme contamination, the LEYCO®-KLAR can
be left for 2 minutes to react.

Health and safety measures.

No precautions necessary.

STORAGE
No special measures needed.
Min shelf life 30 months in sealed containers.

UBA-No.: 0595 0045

REMARK
Whilst information and/or specification contained herein is to the best of our
knowledge true and accurate, and is based on many years experience, we
cannot accept any liability either directly or indirectly arising from the use
of our products, whether or not in accordance with any advice, specification
or recommendation given by us, as we have no direct or continuous control
over how or where our products are applied.
LEYDE-PRODUCTS are guaranteded against defective materials and
manufacture and are sold subject to its standard terms and conditions of
sale. 09.01.04


